Deluxe Battery Bag: This was specifically designed for
carrying additional batteries etc. With two external
pockets for charging accessories and leads. On the top
of the bag there is a large pocket to accept the
transmitter and echo handset. The bag is fitted with two
carry handles.

GPS Navigator Custom Carry Bag: This custom carry
bag was specifically designed to carry the GPS Navigator
system.
It is waterproof and foam lined. There is an internal
zipped pocket to store your instructions and has a carry
handle.
(GPS System not included)
Protection Mat: This protection mat is manufactured from
waterproof material and is padded. It has “D” rings at
each corner to allow it to be secured to the bank.
Allowing you to have a dedicated area where the
boat can be left, when not in use, without being damaged
on the bottom.
It folds into three and can be packed in the supplied bag.
Waterproof Stretch Cover: Available for all models this
cover allows you to leave the boat outside the bivvy
and it to be protected from either the early morning
and evening dampness and rain.

Transmitter Rain Pouch:
A custom designed cover to
protect the transmitter from the rain. It allows you to use
the transmitter during damp / wet conditions.
It comes complete with detachable neck strap.

PVA Enclosure: The PVA enclosures have been designed as
a hollow, one ended, box that fits just inside the top of the
hopper on all Microcats and Technicat (two side by side)
and are held in position by self adhesive strips.
The purpose of the enclosure is to position it just
inside the hopper according to the rig length so that
you can push inside a PVA bag to keep it covered from
the rain and or any dampness.
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